Abstract-This paper considers decentralized estimation with correlated noises under the Bayesian framework. For a tandem network with correlated additive Gaussian noises, we establish that threshold quantizers on local observations are optimal in the sense of maximizing Fisher information at the fusion center; this is true despite the fact that subsequent estimators may differ at the fusion center, depending on the statistical distribution of the parameter to be estimated. In addition, it is always beneficial to have the better sensor, i.e., the one with higher signal-to-noise ratio, serve as the fusion center in a tandem network. Finally, we identify different correlation regimes in terms of their impact on the estimation performance. These include the well-known case where negatively correlated noise benefits estimation performance as it facilitates noise cancellation, as well as two distinct regimes with positively correlated noises.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Backgrounds
I
N A distributed sensor network, sensors observe a phenomenon of interest and transmit their local observations to a fusion center (FC). Meanwhile, the FC makes decisions regarding the phenomenon based on inputs from other sensors as well as its own observations. This decision making process is referred to as distributed inference [1] - [3] , and it has found broad applications in wireless sensor networks and in other systems involving distributed agents. Of particular interest to this paper is distributed estimation, whose objective is to estimate at the FC an underlying parameter that represents the phenomenon. This topic has been extensively studied in the literature (see [4] - [10] and references therein).
Consider the simple case of two distributed sensors collecting noisy observations of a parameter θ: In sensor network applications, correlation may arise when the observations are subject to common disturbances such as interference. Of particular interest to the present paper is a tandem network, where one node serves as the FC, and makes an estimate of the parameter based on its own observation as well as the compressed (quantized) input received from the other node. Such a two-node tandem network is illustrated in Fig. 1 . With Gaussian observations, a natural criterion for evaluating the estimation performance is the mean squared error (MSE). With distributed estimation and quantized observations, computing MSE is often cumbersome and even intractable. Instead, the Fisher information (FI) is used as the estimation performance metric. For estimation problems where the optimal estimator attains the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB), the use of the FI as the performance metric is consistent with the actual estimation performance. When the CRLB is not tight, as is often the case with quantized data, the FI is used as a proxy for the estimation performance and we will supplement that with numerically evaluated MSE whenever feasible.
Local quantizer design in distributed estimation has been examined [4] , [11] where the emphasis is largely on algorithmic design and the accompanied numerical results. More concrete analytical results have been obtained in [12] , [13] , where scorefunction quantizer (SFQ) is shown to be optimal for maximizing the FI. The result, however, is derived under the assumption that observations are conditionally independent.
In the absence of the conditional independence (CI) assumption, decentralized inference becomes much more challenging [14] . Without imposing a quantization constraint, classical estimation framework such as linear MMSE is applied in [15] to obtain the optimal estimator at the fusion center. With a quantization constraint, as is the case with the present paper, the structure of the optimal quantizer at local sensors is usually coupled with each other. This difficulty is much well understood for distributed detection with dependent observations [16] . Under the CI assumption, likelihood-ratio quantizers (LRQ) at local sensors have been shown to be optimal under various criteria [17] , [18] . With this assumption removed, LRQs at local sensors are often not optimal [19] , [20] , and the quantizer design becomes NP hard for the general dependent case [18] .
The problem of interest to the present paper, namely decentralized estimation with dependent observations has yet to receive much attention. An early work [11] presented some numerical results of threshold quantizer design, though no analytical result has been obtained. This paper makes progress towards a better understanding of the optimum quantizer structure, thus enabling us to answer some of the important questions arising in decentralized inference. We address two of them in the current paper: 1) what is the preferred communication direction in tandem networks so that the ultimate inference performance at the FC is optimized, and 2) how does data dependency influence the inference performance compared with that of the independent case?
The communication direction problem can be illustrated using a two-node tandem network. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) represent two different configurations where either X or Y serves as the FC; the question is which one yields better performance given a joint distribution p(x, y). Note that since we use primarily the FI as our performance metric, better performance implies larger FI between the two different communication directions, thus we do not explicitly address the estimator design at the fusion center. This issue was first introduced and analyzed in distributed detection with CI under either hypothesis [21] ; the optimal configuration was shown to depend on external factors, such as prior probabilities of hypotheses and cost assignments. Song et al. [22] addressed a similar problem under the additive correlated Gaussian noise model; by restricting the peripheral nodes to implementing LRQ, it was established that the preferred communication direction depends on the correlation across sensor observations. More recently, optimal decision structure is obtained for the peripheral node in [23] , and it was shown that with additive Gaussian noises, having the better sensor (i.e., the one with higher signal-to-noise power ratio -SNR) serving as the FC is always preferred regardless of the correlation coefficient.
Data correlation often times leads to a smaller effective sample size for inference problems [24, Ch. 5] which negatively affects the inference performance. However, there are situations where data correlation can be exploited to significantly improve the inference performance. Trivial examples include a centralized estimation system involving negatively correlated noises in additive models [25, Ch. 6] . In this model, the optimal estimator uses (partial) noise cancellation by exploiting the negative correlation. Compared to the centralized setup, the problem of how data correlation affects estimation in decentralized systems is much more complicated.
B. Contributions
Using the model in Fig. 1 , this paper addresses three issues in decentralized estimation primarily for a two-node tandem system: 1) what is the optimal quantization structure; 2) what would be the preferred communication direction for a tandem network; and 3) how does data dependency affect inference performance and how to exploit data correlation in decentralized estimation. Specifically, assuming additive Gaussian noises at the sensors, we establish the following results.
r The optimality of SFQ in a tandem network is established regardless of the correlation structure among sensor noises or the distribution of the parameter to be estimated. With a bivariate Gaussian additive noise model, the SFQ is equivalent to a threshold quantizer on the local observation. Furthermore, assuming a one-bit quantizer, it was established that with symmetrically distributed random parameters, the optimal threshold is at its mean value.
r For a two-node tandem network with bivariate Gaussian additive noises, the estimation performance at the FC, in terms of the FI, is always better when compressed data are transmitted from the node with lower SNR to the other. The result holds regardless of the correlation coefficient and prior probability of the parameter.
r Different regimes of data correlation with contrasting impacts on estimation performance are identified. In addition to negatively correlated additive noise, we show that there exists a regime of positive correlation that also benefits the inference performance compared with the independent case. Preliminary results have been reported in [26] . The present work expand on many technical details, including a thorough treatment of the optimal quantizer structure of the local sensor (the proof of Theorem 1) and the communication direction problem (the proof of Lemma 3). Extensive numerical results as well as extension to a multiple node sensor network have also been presented in the current work.
C. Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews various properties of the FI under the Bayesian framework. This is followed by a careful study of different correlation regimes for centralized estimation under the Gaussian model, i.e., how correlation affects the estimation performance compared with that of independent noises. Section III establishes the optimality of threshold quantizer on observations at local sensors and, subsequently, the preferred communication direction in tandem network. Furthermore, different correlation regimes for decentralized estimation are carefully characterized. Section IV summarizes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Fisher Information and Bayesian Information
Let the observation X be distributed according to p(x|θ) where θ is the scalar random parameter of inference interest.
The Bayesian FI 1 is defined as
if the expectation exists. The first term
is the FI associated with data averaged over the prior distribution of θ, and the second term
is the prior information associated with p(θ). The posterior CRLB (PCRLB), defined as J B (X; θ) −1 provides a theoretical lower bound for MSE under the Bayesian framework [27] , [28] . If we remove J P (θ), then PCRLB reduces to the classical CRLB for the estimation of an unknown deterministic parameter in the non-Bayesian setting.
As with other meaningfully defined information quantities, the FI associated with data satisfies the chain rule [29] , i.e.,
where the conditional FI is defined as
Therefore, the joint FI can be decomposed as
Notice that with independent Gaussian noises in (1), the joint likelihood function factorizes into product of the marginal distributions, leading to
Clearly, from (2) and (3), the effect of data correlation on the estimation performance amounts to comparing J D (X; θ|Y ) and J D (X; θ), provided that there exists an estimator that attains the PCRLB. Redundancy occurs when J(X; θ|Y ) < J(X; θ), i.e., FI decreases with conditioning. For the sake of simplicity, the subscript of J D (·) is dropped without any ambiguity.
B. Centralized Estimation Under Gaussian Noises
Consider the estimation problem in the bivariate Gaussian model described in (1) . It is straightforward to show that,
For the case with |ρ| = 1, the observations are perfectly correlated, indicating the degenerate cases of bivariate Gaussian, so the corresponding FI can be obtained as taking the appropriate limit of J(X, Y ; θ) when ρ → ±1, where the limit is defined in the usual sense.
To examine the effect of data correlation, we now compare J(X; θ) and J(X; θ|Y ) for the Gaussian additive model. From (4), (5), and (2), we get
Comparing (6) with (5), we can categorize various correlation regimes in terms of inference performance in comparison with that of the independence case.
r ρ = −1. As X and Y are perfectly and negatively corre-
, complete noise cancellation can be achieved by linearly combining X and Y . The optimal estimator for θ iŝ
which is identically θ hence the MSE is 0. Equivalently, we obtain the limiting FI when ρ → −1,
which is consistent with the fact that perfect estimation can be achieved with ρ = −1.
For this regime, it is straightforward to show that partial noise cancellation is optimal in the sense of minimizing the MSE:
with the corresponding MSE
. Equivalently, the FI for this case can be shown to be greater than that of the independent case, i.e.,
Thus, negatively correlated Gaussian noise in the additive model (1) is always beneficial for the estimation performance. Notice that in the centralized case with Gaussian model, the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) estimator coincides with the linear minimum mean squared error (LMMSE) estimator. This is not the case with the decentralized case where the peripheral node needs to quantize its observation.
. This is when dependency implies redundancy, i.e.,
Thus data dependence negatively affects the estimation performance compared with that of the independent case. At the particular point ρ =
, the conditional FI becomes 0, implying that X is completely redundant given Y . This is the consequence of the following Markov chain
This is the parameter regime where positively correlated noises also benefit the inference performance. Checking the FI, it is easy to show that for this parameter regime,
To understand why this is the case, we note that for positively correlated noises, (partial) noise cancellation is also attainable by subtracting one observation from the other with proper scaling. However, the subtraction also reduces the signal power. The balancing point happens to be at
i.e., beyond this value, noise cancellation more than compensates for the signal power reduction, resulting in improved estimation performance.
r ρ = 1. This is the extreme case when σ 2 W 1 = σ 1 W 2 . Depending on the values of σ 1 and σ 2 , there are two distinct cases that have completely different ramifications on the underlying estimation problem.
-σ 1 = σ 2 , i.e., W 1 = W 2 , thus X = Y . Therefore one of the observations is completely redundant. The conditional FI is now
Indeed, this is exactly a special case of the extreme point corresponding to ρ = σ 2 /σ 1 hence X is redundant given Y . In this case,
= 1 hence the previous parameter regime
In this case, perfect estimation is achieved by the following estimator
Not surprisingly, the corresponding FI becomes unbounded.
J(X; θ|Y ) = lim
ρ→−1
The FI of various parameter regimes are plotted in Fig. 2 where the noise variances are respectively σ 1 = 2 and σ 2 = 1. With this setting, the boundary point (7) is ρ = 0.8. From the figure, indicating that X is completely redundant given Y .
III. DECENTRALIZED ESTIMATION WITH BIVARIATE GAUSSIAN NOISES
We now proceed to consider the problem when X or Y is subject to quantization prior to being available at the other node that estimates θ. The requirement is often times due to various system constraints which collectively impose a finite capacity constraint for the communication between the two nodes. For either of the two configurations in Fig. 1 , we first address the optimal quantizer design at the remote node. Subsequently, we attempt to answer the question of which node should serve as the FC for better estimation performance. Finally, the resulting quantizer structure as well as the optimal communication direction will reveal how correlation may impact the estimation performance.
A. The Optimality of Single Threshold Quantizer
For simplicity, we assume the extreme case of a one-bit quantizer at the local sensor. Consider Fig. 1(a) . The FI at the estimator decomposes into three terms
where U (X) is the binary quantizer output for X. Hence maximizing the overall FI is equivalent to maximizing J(U (X); θ|Y ). A special case is when the noises are independent. In this case, the second term is independent of Y , i.e., one only needs to design a quantizer at X such that the FI of the quantizer output is maximized. The dependent case is more complicated since Y is not accessible at node X, hence it is not realistic to design a quantizer to maximize FI for every value of Y . However, we will show later that the class of optimal quantizer is in fact independent of Y .
We first introduce the score-function, defined as the derivative of the log-likelihood function with respect to the unknown parameter:
The definition of the score-function quantizer (SFQ) is given in [12] .
Any permutation of the monotone SFQ generated by a permutation mapping π : {1, · · · , D} → {1, · · · , D} is a SFQ.
The significance of SFQ is that it optimizes the FI J(U (X); θ) among all quantizers with the same quantization level. In a tandem network, to maximize the conditional FI J(U (X); θ|Y ), the corresponding notion of the score-function is characterized by the conditional distribution as
which depends on both θ and y. Therefore, we denote the SFQ corresponding to S θ (x|y) as ψ θ,y (x) for the time being. The reason that SFQ ψ θ,y (x) cannot directly apply to our case is two-fold: 1) Score-function is dependent on the parameter θ, whose value is unknown a priori and it is generally not possible to design a single quantizer that is optimal for every θ [13] ; and 2) in a tandem network, the observation from the FC (Y in this case) is not available at the quantizer node (X). However, by defining the class of SFQ's at a particular pair (θ, y) as Ψ θ,y = {ψ θ,y (x) : ψ θ,y (x) is a SFQ at (θ, y)}, and then by using a similar argument as in [13] , it can be shown that if the conditional distribution p(x|θ, y) satisfies a monotonicity property, then the class of SFQ's at every single pair of (θ, y) is identical. This is summarized in the following lemma. Lemma 1: Let T (X) be a function of X. If the score function can be expressed as S θ (x|y) = f θ,y (T (x)), where f θ,y (·) is monotone increasing for any (θ, y), then 1) the class of SFQ's, Ψ θ,y , is identical for all (θ, y) pairs, i.e., for any (θ, y) and (θ , y ), Ψ θ,y = Ψ θ ,y ; 2) every SFQ is equivalent to a quantizer on T (x) with D − 1 thresholds, i.e. there exist
Proof: Since S θ (x|y) is monotone increasing in T (x), any SFQ is equivalent to quantizing T (x) while retaining the order of thresholds. Therefore, the class of SFQ's is independent of θ and y.
For the problem of a tandem network with bivariate Gaussian noises, S θ (x|y) is determined by
It is clear that we can choose T
, and T (x) = −x for σ 2 σ 1 < ρ ≤ 1, such that Lemma 1 applies. Therefore, we can straightforwardly show that the optimal one-bit quantizer is a single threshold quantizer on the observation itself, i.e.
ψ(X) = 1{x ≥ γ}.
The optimal threshold γ * ∈ R is one such that
where we use the notation ψ(X, γ) to indicate the dependence of the quantizer output on γ. By definition, the conditional FI is characterized as
where f (θ) is the probability density function (pdf) of θ, g(y|θ) is the conditional distribution of Y given θ, and S θ (ψ(x, γ)|y) is defined according to (8) .
The following theorem is provided to identify the optimal threshold γ * that maximizes (9).
2 ) be a parameter with Gaussian distribution and the mean μ is assumed known. Let X and Y be noisy observations of θ with bivariate additive Gaussian noise. Then, for the tandem system in Fig. 1(a) , the optimal quantizer on X is a single threshold quantizer on X, and the optimal threshold is γ * = μ, i.e., U (X) = ψ(X, μ). Without loss of generality, we assume μ = 0. We begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 2: Define the function η(t)= e −t 2 Q (t)(1−Q (t)) , where
du is the complementary cumulative distribution function of a standard Gaussian random variable. Then η(t) is a symmetric function with respect to t = 0, while monotonically decreasing for t ∈ (0, ∞), and
The proof is tedious yet straightforward hence is omitted. With the Gaussian noises (9) can be expanded as
Observe that the integrand can be made symmetric for (y, θ) around (0, 0) by setting γ = 0 (c.f. Lemma 2). We give a formal proof of Theorem 1 as below.
Proof: With μ = 0, we only need to show
We first rewrite the integral in (10) as and g(·) as the pdf's of θ and Y |θ, respectively. Plug it back into the left-hand side of (11), we have
The first equality follows from Lemma 2, and the second one follows by splitting the integral with respect to θ at For the first case, γ = 0 implies that η(βθ + αw) − η(βγ − βθ − αw) = 0 for any w, so the whole integral also equals 0. However, for the second case, the integrand is equal to 0 only for the particular point w = γ β 2α , so the whole term integrates above 0 when γ = 0. Hence, (11) is proved, and thus the unique optimal threshold is γ * = 0. Intuitively, since both f (θ) and g(ω) are even functions around 0 and monotone decreasing as the corresponding parameter deviates further away from 0 (bell-shaped), it is clear that maximizing the integral in (12) would result in placing the function η(·) around the origin. It is also clear from the above proof that the Gaussian assumption on the parameter θ in Theorem 1 can be generalized to an arbitrary distribution with symmetric bell-shaped pdf.
The PCRLB and MMSE (c.f. (17) and Section III-C) at the FC with different correlation coefficients are given in Fig. 3(a)  and (b) . The parameter θ is standard normal distributed, and for different ρ, the threshold γ varies from −5 to 5, which is a fairly large range compared to the signal and noise standard deviations. One can easily observe from the figure that the PCRLB and the MMSE are always minimized at γ = 0.
B. Communication Direction Problem
For a given joint distribution p(x, y), the communication direction problem is equivalent to comparing the performance between the configurations in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Our goal is therefore to determine, for σ 
Proof: See Appendix A.
In the last section, we showed that the optimal thresholds for quantizing X and Y are both at γ * = 0 for zero-mean Gaussian parameters. We show in the following that Lemma 3 implies that the preferred direction is independent of the prior distribution on θ. Indeed, it is true even if the parameter is treated as an unknown deterministic parameter.
Let γ X and γ Y represent the optimal thresholds for quantizing X and Y respectively. It is trivial that
On the other hand, Lemma 3 gives
The above two inequalities together imply that
where
The result on the preferred communication direction is summarized below.
Theorem 2: Let θ be a parameter in a tandem network under bivariate additive Gaussian noises. With single-bit quantizers, the better strategy maximizing FI is to always quantize the observation with worse noise, and choose the better one as the fusion center. We compare both the PCRLB and the MMSE under different correlation coefficients in Fig. 4(a) and (b) . In this figure, σ 2 1 , the noise variance at X, is fixed at 0dB, while σ 
C. Data Dependency and Redundancy
The centralized estimation example in Section II-B indicates that data dependency could either imply redundancy or be exploited for improved estimation. We now examine the same problem in a decentralized system. Similar to the centralized case, to evaluate data redundancy, we need to compare J(U (X); θ|Y ) and J(U (X); θ), where
and J(U ; θ) = J(U ; θ|Y ) ρ=0 . The numerical comparison is given in Fig. 5 . As with the centralized case, negative correlation always benefits the estimation performance. For positive correlated noises, small correlation implies redundancy whereas large correlation can be exploited to enhance the estimation performance.
We now establish the existence of different parameter regimes in terms of the correlation coefficient. As the closed-form expression for J(U ; θ|Y ) is intractable, we resort to a pair of upper and lower bounds.
Proposition 1: J(U (X); θ|Y ) is upper bounded by
Proof: Directly apply Lemma 2. Proposition 2: J(U (X); θ|Y ) is lower bounded by
Proof: Use the fact
It can be verified that both J u (ρ) and J l (ρ) decrease monotonically from ρ = −1 to . Also, we notice that
Hence, J(U ; θ|Y ) is also unbounded at the two extreme points. Since the bounds have finite values at ρ = 0, J(U ; θ) is bounded, which means that there must be a boundary point ρ * such that for any ρ > ρ * , J(U ; θ|Y ) > J(U ; θ). Furthermore, it implies that negative correlation always yields higher FI than its independent counterpart, as does positive correlation beyond the boundary point. Between 0 and that boundary point, data correlation leads to redundancy, which negatively affects the estimation performance.
While it is not surprising that at the two extreme points, the FI is unbounded, it does not necessarily imply perfect estimation at these extreme points. The reason is because the PCRLB is not tight for the case with quantized observations. To verify this, we compute the MMSE achieved by the conditional mean E[θ|u(x), y]. In this case, the MMSE estimator is computed to beθ where D= is the optimal estimator by using only Y , and the second term is a correction term that takes U (X) into consideration.
In Fig. 6 , we plot the numerically computed PCRLB, along with its lower and upper bounds derived in (15) and (16) . Also plotted is the MMSE obtained using the above estimator. Clearly, the PCRLB is no longer tight in the correlation regimes close to the two extreme points, i.e., ρ = ±1. This is seen from the divergence between the MMSE and the numerically computed PCRLB. Fig. 7 plots the MMSE under different SNR at the worse node (σ increases, even small positive correlation can be exploited for better estimation performance. This is because the point ρ = σ 2 σ 1 , at which the MSE reaches its maximum is closer to 0 when σ 2 1 increases.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
This paper studied decentralized estimation in a two-node tandem network with correlated Gaussian noises. The goal is to strive for a better understanding of the effect of data correlation on the estimation performance. With the Gaussian model, we first established the optimality of single threshold quantizer on local observations in maximizing the FI at the fusion center. This enables us to determine the optimal communication direction, which is from the node with lower SNR to the other one. Finally, different correlation regimes are characterized that have different ramifications with regard to their impacts on the estimation performance compared with that of independent observations. A natural extension is to study a system involving more than two nodes. For the centralized case, the observation now becomes
where Σ is the covariance matrix of the additive Gaussian noise. The joint FI is
whereσ i,j stands for the (i, j)-th entry of Σ −1 . Clearly, for a general covariance matrix, the study of the impact of data correlation on the estimation performance is rather cumbersome. However, for special covariance matrix structures where correlation can be quantified using a single or a few parameters, systematic study is indeed possible. One such example is that all variables have identical pairwise correlation coefficient ρ. Suppose in this case, the individual noise variance is denoted as σ i , i = 1, · · · , n, and the correlation coefficient is ρ, then the joint Fisher information can be expressed as
The contrasting case is when the noises are mutually independent, the corresponding Fisher information is
This serves as the baseline to study the impact of noise correlation on the estimation performance; the problem becomes comparing the following quantity to 0
, which leads to different regimes of ρ that have distinct impact on the estimation performance.
This value leads to a rank deficient covariance matrix, which means that in this case, the noises are linearly dependent. Therefore, perfect estimation can be achieved by complete noise cancellation, i.e., by a linear combiner with properly chosen coefficients.
r − 1 n −1 < ρ < 0. This is the regime of ρ such that data correlation may benefit estimation performance through partial noise cancellation.
. In this regime d is negative, which means noise correlation leads to redundancy. Additionally,
is the boundary point defined in a similar manner to that of the bivariate Gaussian case.
Positive high correlation is beneficial to estimation as it does for the bivariate case. In this case, noise cancellation more than compensates for signal power reduction.
r ρ = 1. Similar to the discussions in bivariate Gaussian noise scenario, the covariance matrix is rank deficient thus perfect estimation can be achieved at this value if noise variance are not identical. Thus the study of the bivariate case (i.e., a two-node centralized system) generalizes to the multi-variate case. Similar observations can be made for the decentralized system yet the analysis is rather cumbersome and one has to largely resort to numerical evaluation.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 3
Our goal is to prove that for any γ ∈ R,
J(ψ(X, γ); θ|Y ) + J(Y ; θ) > J(X; θ) + J(ψ(Y, γ); θ|X).
(19) With the Gaussian additive model, (19) can be expanded into (20) as shown at the bottom of this page.
Proof: Rewrite the two conditional FIs as: 
> η(a 1 + s).
The inequality (1) holds as η(t) decreases monotonically when t > 0 and similarly for (2) . The equality follows as η(t) is symmetric at t = 0. Therefore, in this region, . Due to the odd symmetry of q(s) about − a 1 +a 2 2
, we can easily obtain that q(s) < 0 when s > − a 1 +a 2 2 . If θ < γ, then a 2 < a 1 < 0, the discussions are similar and the reverse inequality holds. The results can be summarized as 
